
November 2021 Peachland Market Update 
 
 

A Tale of Low Inventory 
 
We find ourselves in the tail end of a busy real estate season, and the beginning of Christmas 
season, bookmarked by historic floods, highway closures, a new OMNICRON covid variant 
making headlines and a big question of what 2022 will bring us here in BC.  
 
 
Where does the real estate market sit at the moment? For sure activity has dropped off 
compared to the height of the season, it usually does. Except for last fall winter the market 
picked up because of the pandemic, everyone decided real estate was the next best thing if you 
can’t travel anymore and working from home is all the rage. To summarize, we saw a rapidly 
rising median price in the spring that leveled off when the forest fires slowed down activity in 
July/August, only to start rising again in September/October. Expecting November stats to show 
a leveling off again.  Here is the activity graph for single family homes in the Central Okanagan 
to end of October.  
 

 
 
We see overall sales numbers dropping off, not due to lack of buyers so much as lack of 
inventory. The market has been very strong at absorbing homes for sale in the last few months.  
The absorption rate for single family detached homes in Peachland specifically is sitting at 2.14 
months over the last 6 months. Only outliers remain unsold. There is currently a meagre 28 
homes for sale all price points at time of press. I do recall past buyer’s markets in Peachland 
(2009-2010) when we had 150 single family homes for sale. 
 
Notice how inventory in 2021 has not been able to climb above 500 homes listed in the Central 
Okanangan all year, but in 2020 peaked at over 1000 when activity got going post 1st Covid 
lockdown? In spite of lower sales numbers to last fall, we are still well above 2019 activity 
 



 
 
 
 
This Home Price Index for single family homes in Peachland is showing  approximately a 25% 
overall increase in prices so far this year. This is reflecting in the median price table above. 
 
What’s in store for 2022? 
 
Demand for single family homes will remain strong and supply simply cannot satisfy the 
number of buyers looking for homes here in the Okanagan. The approval process for new 
development in BC cities, towns and municipalities is slow, cumbersome and expensive. 
 
But! We also are in an inflationary environment we have not seen since the late 1970’s when 
we had the OPEC crisis. Don’t believe the meagre basket of goods in the CPI index. Inflation is 
running more like 8-10 %, and we can expect rising interest rates next year. That has the 
potential to cool the market somewhat making financing more difficult for home buyers. 
 
The provincial NDP government is stepping in to try and cool demand as well, while doing little 
to improve supply conditions so far, although the City of Kelowna is adopting standardized 
zoning measures to improve infill development making it easier to get permits for smaller 
multifamily developments like duplexes & carriage homes. 
 
The NDP is bringing into law a ‘7 day cooling off period’ allowing any buyer to walk away from 
an offer contract on any property for or any reason. This in my opinion will frustrate and 
prolong the financing process, and generally delay a seller from knowing if their property has 



sold. Slowing down their well laid plans post sale. Buyers may also decide to tie up more than 
one property since they will have to option to bail on their second choice.  
 
The NDP is also talking about eliminating the blind bidding process in situations where there are 
multiple buyers bidding on the same property. Buyers will probably like this, who doesn’t want 
more info? But Sellers probably won’t like this, as the process gets more complicated. We are 
talking about the sale of legal title to property not the sale of consumer goods. But auction style 
sale of real estate does not show there is any net benefit for lower sale prices. In fact, open 
auctions often result in a higher final sale price not lower. We have a finite supply of homes 
available. It can get very competitive! Finally, there are privacy issues to address. Buyers still 
like their privacy and anonymity. It will be interesting to see what else the NDP come up with to 
calm the market.  
 
In 2018, when the province adopted the speculation tax, the market slowed down abruptly for 
6 months here in Peachland. To coin an analogy, sandbags will only slow down the rising river 
but not stop it.  
 
Summary 
The market is still strong on continuing low inventory, median prices should remain high. But 
the pace of the market could change next year. As interest rates rise and the government 
makes the sales process more complicated. Will this result in higher inventory? Maybe a bit but 
we have an acute supply shortage.  
 
Wishing friends family and clients a fun festive and sale holiday season as we wrap up 2021! 
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